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   BEFORE THE ADDL. MEMBER-2, MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS

TRIBUNAL TINSUKIA ::::::::: ASSAM

District : Tinsukia.

Present : Md. A. Hakim, M.A, L.L.B,

Addl.  Member-2,

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal,

Tinsukia.    

            M.A.C.T Case No. 56 of 2012

 

1. Sri  ANJAN KUMAR  SINGH,

S/O. Lt.  Bharat  Narayan  Singh,

Chinapatty, P.O  & P.S  Makum,

Dist. Tinsukia,  Assam........................Claimant. 

                       -Versus- 

1. Sri Bimal  Boruah,

S/o.  Sri  Duleswar   Boruah,

   Mridongpara  Gaon, P.O &  P.S Kakopather,

           Dist. Tinsukia,  Assam,

(Driver  of  407 Tata Truck bearing  registration  no.  

AS-23-E/8025),

2. Md.  Shadab  Khan,

S/o. Md. Alam  Khan,

G.N.B road,  P.O, P.S  Doomdooma,

Dist. Tinsukia,  Assam,

(Owner  of  407 Tata Truck bearing  registration  no. AS-

23-E/8025).
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3. Divisional  Manager,

The  New  India  Assurance  Co. Ltd.,

Narsingha Das  road,  Tinsukia, Assam

(Insurer  of  407 Tata Truck bearing  registration  no.

AS-23- E/8025).

  ..................Opposite Parties.

 
             Appearance:-

  Sri P.  Acharjee,

  Advocate……………......……...For the Claimant.  

  Sri D.K Gupta

            Advocates........…...........….....For the Opposite Party no. 2.

            Sri B. Mishra

            Advocate........……..................For the Opposite Party no. 3.

  Date of Argument   :    20.01.18

  Date of Judgment   :    16.02.2018

            J  U D G M  E  N  T

1.               The   instant   case  has   been   filed  by  claimant

namely,  Sri Anjan Kumar Singh, S/o. Lt. Bharat  Narayan  Singh,

a  resident  of  Chinapatty  under   Makum  PS  in  the  district  of

Tinsukia,  Assam  for  seeking  compensation  on  account  of  his

injury  in  a  Motor  vehicular  accident,  which  occurred  on

08.06.2011 at about 7:30 P.M.  

2.                 It  is  apparent that the claimant has filed the Petition

U/s. 166 of Motor vehicle Act 1988, (which henceforth referred to

as MV act for the sake of brevity), under which  he is seeking the

relief.  

3.             The  claimant  in  his  claim  petition  has drawn the
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attention of the Court that the injured  person  alongwith other

injured  person  was  coming  from  Tinsukia to  Makum  with  a

Auto  rickshaw  (Champion)   bearing  Registration   no.  AS-

23G/0734. During that time the  vehicle  bearing  registration

no.  AS-23-E/8025(Tata 407  Truck) which  was  also  coming

from Makum  to  Tinsukia  in   a  very  rash  and  negligent

manner all on  a  sudden, dashed  the  vehicle  of  the  injured

person wherein  he  was  travelling. As  a  result  the  vehicle

was  badly  damaged  and  the  Claimant  sustained  grievous

injury on  his  person  and  immediately  admitted  in  the  Civil

Hospital, Tinsukia,  Assam and  considering  the  seriousness of

the  injuries, later  on  he was shifted  to  Tinsukia Orthopedic

and  Research  Centre, Khageswar  road,  Tinsukia. The  injured

person/ claimant  is the  only earning  member  of  his  family.

The  family  of   the  injured  person  are  consisted  of four

unmarried  daughters, one  minor  son,  his  wife  and  his  old

ailing father. 

4.                 In connection  with  the  said  accident Tinsukia police

has registered  a  case  PS  case  355/2011  against  the  driver

of the  alleged Vehicle and investigated  the  case accordingly. 

5.               The Opp. Party no. 1,  the driver of the vehicle bearing

No. AS-23-E/8025(Tata 407  Truck)  has not contested the case.

Hence the case proceeded  ex-parte  against  him. The Opposite

Party no.  2, i.e. the owner of  the  vehicle bearing No. AS-23-

E/8025 (Tata 407  Truck)  & the  Opp. Party  no. 3, i.e. the New

India Assurance Co. Ltd.  have contested  the case  by  filing

separate written statements. In their written statements  they

have taken all  the  routine pleas,  denied  the  case  of   the

claimant and prayed  for dismissal  of  the  claim  petition. 

6.                This Tribunal has framed  the following issues on the

basis of aforesaid pleadings of the parties, which are mentioned
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herein under.  

(i) Whether  the  claim  petition  is  maintainable?

(ii) Whether  on  08.06.2011  at  about  7:30 PM   the

claimant sustained  injuries as  a  result   of   rash and

negligent  driving  of the  vehicle  bearing registration  no.

AS-23-E-8025 (Tata  407 truck)? 

(iii)Whether the claimant is entitled to get compensation?

If so, to what extent and from whom?  

7.             The  claimant   has  examined   himself  alongwith

another witness in support of his claim,  whereas the OPs did not

adduce any evidence on their part.

8.                 The  Tribunal  has  heard the argument advanced by

the  parties  at  length  and  also,  deciphered  the  materials  on

record for an appropriate outcome of the instant case.  

9.                  Before  discussing   the   issues   I   would  like to go

through  the  evidence  led  by  the  claimant's   side  for  better

appreciation and comprehension of the matter.

10. CW-1,    Sri   Anjan  Kumar   Singh    in      his

examination- in- chief has deposed that he is the claimant. He

states  that on 08.06.2011 at about 7:30 P.M. he was  coming

from   Tinsukia  to  Makum   in  an  Auto  Rickshaw  (Champion)

bearing  Registration  no.  AS-23G/0734  alongwith  other

passenger  and  on  37  nos.  N.H  way  at   Hukanpukhuri,  under

Tinsukia  Police  Station a   vehicle bearing  registration  no.  AS-

23-E/8025(Tata 407  Truck)  also coming  from Makum  towards

Tinsukia  in  a  very  rash  and negligent manner and all of  a

sudden, dashed  the  vehicle on which he was coming  as a

result   he  sustained   grievous   injury  on   his   person   and
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immediately  admitted  in  the  Civil  Hospital, Tinsukia,  Assam

and  considering  the  seriousness of  his injuries, later  on he

had been shifted  to  Tinsukia Orthopedic  and  Research  Centre,

Khageswar  road,  Tinsukia and  to  that  effect a  case  has

been  registered  in  Tinsukia  Police  Station  being  Tinsukia

Police case  355/2011  U/s. 279/338/427 IPC and  the  case  has

been  charge  sheeted  against  the  accused  Sri  Bimal  Boruah.

Hence,  the  claimant  has  claimed   compensation   of   Rs.

3,82,000/-  against  the  insurer  of  the  vehicle.   

11. The    CW.1   has   exhibited    the   following

documents in  course of hearing of the case. :

Ext
.

no.

Particulars

1. The  Accident  report in Form  No. 54 filed  in  original. 

2. Certified  copy  of  the Ejahar,

3. Certified  copy  of  the FIR, 

4. Certified  copy of the  Charge-sheet

5. Copy  of  the Discharge  certificate of  Tinsukia  Orthopedic 
and  Research Centre, Tinsukia,

6. The Medical  Bill  duly  compared  with  Duplicate  Discharge  
certificate

7. Copy  of the Medical  Prescription compared  with  original.

12. During   cross  examination  by   Opp.  Party  no. 3,

the CW.1 has  stated  that he  is  engaged in the business of

trading of readymade clothes. He earns Rs. 20,000/- Approx. per

month. He does not pay any income tax. He does not have PAN

card. He has a bank account in the State Bank of India Makum

Branch.  He  has  not  filed  any  document  including  his  bank

statement  to  prove  his  income  in  the  present  case.  He  had

purchased goods from Tinsukia on the day of incident and the
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said  goods  were also  loaded in  the  same  Auto  Rickshaw by

which he was travelling to Makum. The sitting capacity of the

Auto Rickshaw of 10 passengers and on the date of accident the

auto rickshaw was carrying around 8 to 10 passengers. The said

Auto Rickshaw was of black colour. The Tata 407 Truck hit the

Auto Rickshaw from the front side on the date of occurrence.

After the accident the Auto Rickshaw did not capsized. Both the

vehicle involved in the accident were driving speedily. The police

has interrogated him regarding the incident. He has claimed the

compensation  only  against  the  Insurance  Company  of  the

offending truck involved in the incident. He has not claimed the

compensation from any other  authority  except before this Ld.

Court. He has lost all the original medical documents while he

was travelling from Bihar to Assam by Train. He has not  filed any

FIR in regards to the loss of the original medical documents. He

does  not  understand  whether  the  reason  of  issuing  duplicate

document (Ext. 5 & Ext. 6) is mentioned or not. He has filed  the

medical bill of Rs. 12,650/- only incurred  as expenditure upon

his  treatment.  He  has  not  filed  any  document  regarding  the

expenditure of Rs. 20,000/- incurred at Patna. He has also not

submitted  any  document  in  support  of  the   future  medical

expenses.  He denies the  suggestion  that since the accident

occurred  for the fault of  the driver of the auto rickshaw as such,

he   is  not  entitled  to  get  compensation   from  the  owner  or

insurance company of the truck. He denies the  suggestion  that

he  is not entitled for the compensation claimed as enumerated

in paragraph no. 22 of his claim petition. 

13. During   cross-examination   by  Opp.  Party  no. 1

&  2,  the claimant  no. 1 has deposed  that   at  the time of

accident  vehicle  no.  AS-23-G-0734  and  vehicle  AS-23-G-8025

both the vehicles were in moving condition and there was head

on collision. He has not made the owner and driver and insurer
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of auto rickshaw AS-23-G-0734 as necessary party in this case.

He  denies  the  suggestion  that  passengers are not authorized

to  sit  adjacent  to  driver  of  auto  rickshaw.  He   denies   the

suggestion  that  his case is liable to be dismissed due to non

joinder  of  necessary  parties.  He  has  not  filed  documents  in

support  of   loss  of  earning  and  to  show  his  occupation.  He

denies  the  suggestion  that  he is not entitled to compensation

of Rs. 3,82,000/- . 

14. CW.2,  Sri Rabindra Rai  in  his   examination- in-

chief has deposed that he is the claimant. He  states  that on

08.06.2011 at about 7:30 P.M. he was  coming  from  Tinsukia to

Makum  with  a Auto Rickshaw (Champion)  bearing Registration

no.  AS-23G/0734  alongwith   the  Claimant  Sri   Anjan   Kumar

Singh,  He  was  sitting in  the  rear  seat  of  the  said  vehicle

and  the  Claimant Sri Anjan  Kumar  Singh sat  in  the  front

seat  of  the  said  vehicle alongwith other passenger and on 37

nos. N.Highway at Hukanpukhuri, under  Tinsukia  Police  Station.

During  that  time  a  vehicle  bearing  registration   no.   AS-23-

E/8025 (Tata  407  Truck)  was  coming  from Makum  towards

Tinsukia  in  a  very  rash  and negligent manner and all on  a

sudden, dashed  the  vehicle on which he was coming  as a

result  he sustained  simple injuries on  his  person but  the

claimant Sri  Anjan  Kumar  Singh  sustained  grievous injuries

on  his   person   and  immediately   admitted   in   the   Civil

Hospital, Tinsukia,  Assam and  considering  the  seriousness of

his injuries, later  on, he was shifted  to  Tinsukia Orthopedic and

Research  Centre, Khageswar  road,  Tinsukia. That  the accident

was  taken  place  due  to  the  rash  and  negligent driving  of

the  driver  of  the  involving  vehicle bearing registration  no.

AS-23-E-8025 (TATA  407 Truck).    

15. In   cross-examination  by  Opp.  Party   no.  3,  the
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CW.2 has stated that he knows  the claimant, since he is  his

neighbor. He is engaged in the business of trading of readymade

clothes. He did not receive any injury in the said accident. Police

never  interrogated  him  regarding  the  accident.  The  accident

occurred  by  the  vehicle  Mahindra  Winger  used  for  carrying

passengers.  He  denies  the  suggestion  that he was present at

the time of accident.  He denies  the  suggestion  that  he does

not  know about  the  vehicle  and  the  manner  of  accident.  He

denies  the  suggestion  that  he has come today to depose

falsely to the Court for helping his friend, i.e. the claimant.  

16. During  cross  examination  by  Opp. Party  no. 1  &

2,  the CW.2  has  stated  that  he  denies  the  suggestion  that

he was not travelling in the Auto Rickshaw bearing no. AS-23-G-

0734. There were three passengers adjacent to the driver, one of

which was the claimant. He denies  the  suggestion  that   there

was no fault on the part of the driver of the truck bearing no. AS-

23-G-8025.

17. Now  for  the  brevity,  convenience  and

comprehension  I  am  discussing  the  issues  no.  1  and  2

simultaneously.  

ISSUE NO. 1& 2

18.  With   regard   to   the  issue  no. 1 i.e. (i)  Whether

the claim  petition  is  maintainable? and With   regard  to  the

issue no. 2 i.e.  (ii) Whether  on 08.06.2011  at  about  7:30 PM

the claimant  sustained  injuries,   as  a  result   of   rash and

negligent  driving  of  the  vehicle  bearing registration  no. AS-

23-E-8025 (Tata 407 truck)?   I have gone through the material

evidence on record and found that the claimant CW-1 has stated

in  his   examination- in- chief that on 08.06.2011 at about 7:30
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P.M. he was  coming  from  Tinsukia to Makum  with  a Auto

Rickshaw  (Champion)   bearing  Registration  no.  AS-23G/0734

alongwith  other  passenger  and  on  37  nos.  N.H  way  at

Hukanpukhuri, under Tinsukia  Police  Station a   vehicle bearing

registration  no.  AS-23-E/8025 (Tata 407  Truck)  also coming

from Makum  towards  Tinsukia  in  a  very  rash  and negligent

manner and all of  a  sudden, dashed  the  vehicle on which he

was coming  as a  result  he sustained  grievous  injury on  his

person  and  immediately  admitted  in   the  Civil   Hospital,

Tinsukia,   Assam and   considering   the   seriousness  of   his

injuries, later  on he had been shifted  to  Tinsukia Orthopedic

and  Research  Centre, Khageswar  road,  Tinsukia and  to  that

effect a  case  has  been  registered  in  Tinsukia  Police  Station

being  Tinsukia Police case  355/2011  U/s. 279/338/427 IPC and

the  case  has  been  charge  sheeted  against  the  accused  Sri

Bimal  Boruah. The alleged accident is proved by the FIR and

form No. 54 and as the claimant has succeeded to prove that he

got injury due to the head on collision between Auto Rickshaw

(Champion)  bearing  Registration  no.  AS-23G/0734  wherein  he

was a passenger and  vehicle bearing  registration  no.  AS-23-

E/8025(Tata 407  Truck) I  am of  the considered view that the

case is maintainable in the eye of law.

19. But as the accident was occurred due to the head

on  collision  between  the  Auto  Rickshaw  (Champion)  bearing

Registration no. AS-23G/0734 and  vehicle bearing  registration

no.  AS-23-E/8025(Tata 407  Truck) and as the CW 1 has deposed

both the vehicle  were on speed it  can be presumed that  the

accident was occurred due to the rash and negligent  driving  of

the  drivers  of  the  vehicle   bearing  registration   no.  AS-23-E-

8025(Tata 407 truck and the Auto Rickshaw (Champion) bearing

Registration  no.  AS-23G/0734.  Thus  the  Issue  no.  1  and  2

decided accordingly. 
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Issue No. 3

20. With   regard  to  the issue  no. 3 i.e. (iii) Whether

the  claimant  is  entitled  to  get  compensation?  If  so,  to  what

extent and from whom?

21. Now  let  us  decide  what should be the just  and

proper compensation to  the  claimant  in  the  light  of  facts

and circumstances  of  the instant  case.

22. With regard to the damages to the claimant I would

like to cite the case of G. Ravindranath @ R. Chowdhary Vs.

E.  Srinivas  and  Anr.,  reported  in  (2013)  12  SCC  455,

wherein the Hon’ble Supreme Court has held as follows:-  “13. It

is settled law that compensation in personal injury cases should

be determined under the following heads:

Pecuniary damages (Special damages)

(i)  Expenses  relating  to  treatment,  hospitalization,  medicines,

transportation, nourishing food and miscellaneous expenditure.

(ii) Loss of earnings (and other gains) which the injured would

have made had he not been injured, comprising:

(a) Loss of earning during the period of treatment;

(b) Loss of future earnings on account of permanent disability.

(iii) Future medical expenses.

Non-pecuniary damages (General damages)

(iv) Damages for pain, suffering, and trauma as a consequence

of the injuries.
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(v) Loss of amenities (and/or loss of prospects of marriage).

(vi)  Loss of expectation of life (shortening of normal longevity).

In routine  personal injury cases, compensation will be awarded

only under heads (i), (ii) (a) and (iv). It is only in serious cases of

injury,  where  there  is  specific  medical  evidence  corroborating

the evidence of the claimant, that compensation will be granted

under any of the heads (ii) (b), (iii), (v) and (vi) relating to loss of

future  earnings  on  account  of  permanent  disability,  future

medical expenses, loss of amenities (and/or loss of prospects of

marriage) and loss of expectation of life.”

23.        In  view of  the  statement  of  the  claimant  and  the

Opposite  party  with  regard  to  the  hospital  bill,  I  have  gone

through the medical bills and voucher submitted by the claimant

and found that the claimant could provide proper receipt, bill and

voucher of Rs. 12,650/- only.  As the Opposite party no. 3 has

not denied the falsity of the said bill I hold that the claimant has

spent  Rs.  12,650/-  only  for  his  medical  treatment.

Therefore, the claimant is entitled to receive the said amount of

Rs. 12,650/-only, towards the expenses relating to treatment,

hospitalization and medicines.

24.     Further, the claimant has not submitted any receipt or

documents to prove that he has spent money in transportation

to  and fro Tinsukia  Orthopedic  Clinic and  Research  Centre,

Khageswar  Road,  Tinsukia, Assam and Patna.  However in the

interest of justice I hold that a lump sum amount of Rs. 5000/-

was  spent  on  account  of  transportation  and  miscellaneous

expenditure.  In  total,  the  claimant  is  entitled  to  receive  the

aforesaid  amount  of  Rs.  12,650.00  +  Rs.  5,000.00  =  Rs.

17,650.00 only, towards expenses relating to treatment,
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hospitalization,  medicines,  transportation,  nourishing

food and miscellaneous expenditure.

25.           Considering the nature of the injury of the claimant I

am of the considered opinion that he is entitled to receive  an

amount  of  Rs.  10,000/-,  towards  damages  for  pain,

suffering and trauma which in my view is just and adequate.

In total, the claimant is entitled to receive the aforesaid amounts

of  Rs.  17,650.00  +  Rs.  10,000.00  =  Rs. 27,  650/- only

(Rupees Twenty two thousand and six hundred fifty only),

as compensation.

26.            It  reveals  from  the  material  on  record  that the

claimant has not claimed for loss of earning for him. But it is

proved that the claimant has suffered from injury and has to take

treatment for four days i.e.  from 8-6-11 till  12-6-11 as indoor

patient  at  Tinsukia  Orthopaedic  clinic  Hospital  &  Research

Centre.  However  the  claimant  could  not  prove  his  monthly

income and his business by submitting any relevant documents.

However in the interest of justice as the claimant claims to be

dealing in readymade garments I hold that the claimant had an

income of Rs. 6000/- PM. Hence considering that the claimant is

a petty businessman and taking note of the social status of the

claimant and considering all facts and circumstances and in the

interest of justice I am of the considered view that the claimant

is entitled for  an amount of Rs. 1,000/- as loss of earning

for about five days. Hence, Rs. 27,650/- only + Rs. 1,000/-

= Rs. 28,650/-.

27.           With regard to the future medical expenses for further

treatment for the   injury of the claimant I have found that the

claimant  has  no  deposed  anything  for  his  future  medical

treatment. Hence considering all facts and circumstances I am

not inclined to pay any amount under the head of future medical
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expenses.

28.           Now the question to be decided who will have to pay

the compensation and what amount to the claimant on account

of injuries  in the accident. 

29.       In    the   case    of  Khenyei  Vs.   New  Indian

Assurance  Co. Ltd. and  Ors. reported  in AIR 2015, SC

2261 a  three  Judge Bench of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  has

held  that " there is  a  difference  between  contributory  and

composite  negligence. In the  case  of  Contributory  negligence

a  person who has himself contributed to  the  extend  cannot

claim  compensation  for  the  injuries  sustained  by  him in the

accident  to  the  extent  of his own  negligence,  whereas  in

the  case of  composite  negligence a  person who has suffered

has not  contributed  to  the  accident  but the  outcome of

combination of negligence  of two  or  more  other  persons”. 

30.           From  the material evidence on record it is apparent

that the  instant  case is  a  case of  composite negligence as the

claimant was not a driver of the alleged vehicles. The claimant

did not contribute anything to the occurrence of the accident.  In

view of the above discussion, I am of the considered opinion that

an award  of  Rs. 28,650/- only (Total Twenty Eight thousand six

hundred  and  Fifty  only)  is  entitled  by  the  claimant  as

compensation as  calculated  and  computed  above under  the

law and  equity which  is in my  considered opinion is just and

adequate.

31.          It has already been decided that the alleged accident

had occurred due to the rash and negligent driving of the driver

of  the  both  the  vehicle  bearing  registration  no.  AS-23-E-8025

(Tata  407  truck) and  the  Auto  Rickshaw  (Champion)  bearing

Registration  no.  AS-23G/0734.   Hence  both  the  vehicle  are
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accountable to pay the compensation to the claimant. But as the

claimant has not made the owner, driver and insurance company

of  the  alleged  Auto  Rickshaw  bearing  Registration  no.  AS-

23G/0734 as a party to the instant case and claimed nothing

against  them  and  hence  he  is  entitled  for  half  of  the  total

compensation of Rs. 28,650/- only (Total Twenty Eight thousand

six hundred and Fifty only)  i.e.  Rs.  14,325/-  (Rupees Fourteen

Thousand three hundred and twenty five only )  from the O.P No.

3, i.e. the  New  India  Assurance Co. Ltd. 

32.        As   such  the  O.P  No.  3,  i.e.  the   New  India

Assurance  Co.  Ltd.  is  liable  to  pay  half  of  the  total

compensation amount of Rs. 28,650/- only i.e. Rs. 14, 325/- (

Rupees  Fourteen  Thousand  three  hundred  and  twenty

five) only  to the claimant.

33.          In view of the outcome of the aforesaid issues, it has

decided  that  the  claimant  is  entitled  to  get  the  award  of

compensation as calculated and computed above, under the law

and equity. Accordingly, the issue no. 3 is decided in favour of

the claimant.

O R D E R

34.            In  the  result, the claim petition is allowed and as such

the O.P No. 3, i.e. the  New  India  Assurance Co. Ltd.  is

liable  to  pay  half  of  the  total  compensation  amount  of  Rs.

28,650/- only  i.e.  Rs.  14,325/-  (  Rupees  Fourteen

Thousand three hundred and twenty five only )  to the

claimant. Hence,  the  O.P  No.  3,  i.e.  The   New   India

Assurance  Co.  Ltd. is  directed  to  pay  total  compensation

amount of  Rs. Rs. 14, 325/- ( Rupees Fourteen Thousand

three hundred and twenty five only )  to the claimant with
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6% P.A interest from the date of filing of the claim petition on the

basis of aforesaid terms and conditions till the realization of the

full amount.

35.         Accordingly, this MAC case is disposed of on contest

without any cost.

36.           Given  under  my  hand and seal of this Tribunal on this

the 16th  day of February, 2018.

 Dictated and corrected by me.   

            (A Hakim)                                                     (  A. Hakim)
       Addl. Member-2,                                              Addl. Member-2
M.A.C. Tribunal, Tinsukia                               M.A.C. Tribunal, Tinsukia

Transcribed  by :

          (P.D Phukan) 

 


